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SUMMARY
Analytical flutter studies were made for 2 two-dimensional fuel-
loaded wing models, and the results me ccmpared with ~erimental results
for bending-to-torsion frequency ratios near 1. One of the mdels was
made so that water, simulating fuel, could be carried internally in three
compartments separated frcm each other by sealed spamise p=titions.
The flutter speeds of this model for all fuel loads were highest for the
compartmental-emptying sequence proceeding fmm front to rem. h the
other model, fluld was carried externally in a geometrically scaled -
stan~d airplane fuel tank that was pylon mounted a distance of about
*
times the tank radius beneath the wing. E&perimental results for this
model have been reported in NACA Resesrch Memorandum L55FlQ. ,
The results of flutter-speed calculations agreed well with ~eri-
mentsd.flutter speeds and flutter-speed trends when the amlysls emQloyed
effective values for the mass and the mass moment of inertia together
with theoretical slender-body ah forces on the external tank and when
the cmblned structural and fluid deqplng was considered to be zero.
With the introduction of daqping this agreement was @proved for the
internal-tank configuration and mde worse for the external-tank
configuration.
INTROIYJCTION
The flutter of airplane wings with heavy fuel loads inherently
involves the superposition and interaction of two highly ccmplex dynemic
phenomena, one associated with wing flutter and the other with fuel
motion. This dti nature of the problem has motivated two main avenues
of inquiry, one of which has been concerned with the fuel motion itself
and the other with the effect of fuel motion on flutter. Fuel dynenMc
studiesj such as references 1 to 62 have been chiefly concerned wtth
finding ways to represent m approximate the co@.icated mtion of the
fuel In oscills.tingtaIIIss.
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Investigations of the effect of fuel
with either retistic configurations, ass
motion on flutter have dealt
for example, in reference 7,
or with simple models, as i; the caee in-reference-8 &d In the present
paper. The purpose of using simple models $= an investigation of this
kind is to isolate as nearly as possible the effects of fuel nmtion In
order to obtain results applicable to realistic configuratim but not
appreciably Influenced by certain structural and aerodynamic effects
peculi~ to those configurations. With this purpose In mind, a two-
d-nsional wing apparatus was used in reference 8 to obtain flutter
data for an external wing-tank configuration In which the tank was pylon
mounted beneath a semirigid untapered wing mounted on bending and tor-
sional springs located outside the alrstream.
~is same objective applies to the pre@@ paper which iS prlmrily
concerned with the correlation of flutter theory with e~eriment not
only for some of the data presented in reference 8but also for data
obtained..byusing a two-dimensional Internal wing-tank configuration.
The two-dimensional features of the apparatus and models were particu-
larly well suited to the simplest application of flutter theory becauQe
the assumption of two-dimensional air flow over the wing was more fully
satisfied and because the structural behaviw of the system could be
adequately represented by Just twu vibration modes, namely, vertical
translation (simlating first bending) and pitch (slmulatlng first
torsion). The mass and mass ~nt of inertia of the fuel were a~l-
mated by means of effective values which were determined during Sil@&!
harmonic oscillations of the wing-tank system in vertical translation
and pitch, respectively. As shown in references 4 to 6, these values
are usually less than the mass and mass moment of inertia of the same
volume of fuel at rest (or considered frozen). The results of refer-
ence 8 demonstrated the usefuhess of references 4 to 6 by shx that,
when the fluid in the tank was replaced by solid bodies having masses
and mass moments of inertia equal to the corresponding effective values
for the fluld, the model fluttered at the s~e 6peeds as it dld with
fluid. The present paper seeks,to determine how weU. flutter speeds can
be predicted by classical flexure-torsion theory based both on effective
inertial properties of the fluid and on damping of the fluid according
to a commonly used approximation.
The flutter analysis used is the same as that given in reference 9
except that the mass in translation is different from the mass in pitch.
In addition, the aerodynamic forces on the etiernal tank axe included.
The effect of these additional forces on flutter and divergence is
qlored for the external-tank model as a secos ob~ective of this
paper. An append$x contains the flutter and divergence equations together
with expressions for the @ils aerodynamic coefficients derived by ~11-
cation of slender-body theory.
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dimensionless distance of elastic axis relative to mldchord,
positive rearward
rearward fuel compartment of model A
.
semichord of wing, ft
center fuel ccqartmatof model A
distance frwI wing quarter-chord to elastic -s, positive
rearwsxd, f%
distance frcxnwing qyarter-chord to volumtric centroid of
external tank, ~ositive rearward, ft
forward fuel compartmeti of model A unless atherwlse nuted
frequency, cps
uncoupled tramslation freqpency, cps
uncoupled pitching frequency, cps
value of damping coeffic16nt which satisfies flutter deter-
minant as a function of V/~ in flutter analysis (see
fig. 12)
e~er-ntall.y determined demping coefficients in translation
and pitch, res~ctively “
vertical translation of ekatlc axis of wing sectton, or
bending, positive down
..—
mass mcment of Inertia of model in torsion about elastic
axis, ft-lh-sec2
effective mass moment of inertia of fluld about elastic axis,
ft-lh-sec2
mass moment of inertia of fluld considered as a so14d about
elastic axis, ft-lb-sec2
4%,.
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a
volume moment of inertia
elastic axis, ft5
reduced frequency, &/v
spring,constant,ofmodel
spring constant of model
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of external tank of model B about
in tianeJation, lb/ft
in pitch, ft-lb/radian
aubslde radfus of external tank & model B, f%
dimensionless radius of gyration of model about
wing Semiqm?l} ft .
airstream velocity, fpa
elastic axis,
.-
experimental f“lutter-~peedof modil in empty condition, used
as a reference speed in figs. 6(b)$ 7(b)j 8(b)~ 92 ~d ~j m
fps -.
#
volume of external tank of mdlel B, ft3
mass of model in torsion, lb-sec2/ft
mass of model in bending, lb-sec2/ft
effective mass of fluid, lb-sec2/ft
actual mass of fhid (consideredas a solid), lb-sec2/ft
location of elastic axis of model frcm leading edge, percent
chord (see table I)
location of model center of gravity frmu leading edge, per-
cent chord (see table I)
location of model center of gravity relative to semichord,
measured from elastic axis, positive rearward
angle of pitch
leading edge
of wing section aboti elastic axis, positive
up 8
r
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K ratio of mass of cylinder of air of radlue b to mass of ‘
K&l, 2mPb2s/fi
(l.)
~ frequency, radians/see
P air density, Ib-sec2/ft4
subscripts:
d torsional divergence
f flutter
h translational de~ee of freedom
o tank-enrpty condition
T exkernal tank of maiel B
a pitching degree of freedmu
When used together the letters R, C, and F denote a ~icular .
fuel-emptying sequence for model A; for example, RCF identifies the
sequence In which the rearward e=p=’t=nt iS ass-d to be -tied f~st,
then the center cmgartment, ~d finally the forward coupartmnt.
Models and Apparatus
The experimental data presented in this paper were obtained by the
use of two simplified wing modeb, cross-sectional view of which are
shown in figure 1. One of these models, designated nmlel A in figure l(a),
was ~de so that fluld could be ~ied Internally in three compartments
which were separated fran each other by sealed spanwlse partitions. In
the other’model, designated model B, the fluld was carried externaUy in
a gemnetrically scaled standard airplane fuel tank that was pylon mounted
a distmce of ibout ~ times the tank radius beneath the wing as shown In
figure l(b). Both wings were of sluminum-alloy construction except for a
wooden trai13ng edge on model A and an internal hardwod CO= f~d to .
the airfoil contour of model B. The skin thiclmess for each model was
0.032 inch, and the thichess noted for model A in figure l(a) Includes
a layer of fiber glass and Paraplex which was wrapped around the outsIde
of the wing. The center of the tank pylon of model B was located above
the center of the tank midsection and was fastened to the wing through a
bracket which permitted chordwlse vsriation of the center-of-gravity
position & the pylon-tank assembly. Tables I amd 3Z list SCUM
additional data for the models.
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Both models were fluttered in the same two-dimensional a~rat~
described in reference 8. A schematic view of this apparatus is shown
in figure 2. Arrows indicate the translational and pitching degrees of
freedan restrained by bending (translational)andtorslonal (pitching)
springs which were mounted outside the test section of the Langley 2-
by k-foot flutter research tunnel.
The spring constants of one set of bending and torsional springs
were selected so that the uncoupled-wing bending-to-torsionfrequency
ratios for both fuel.leaded models approached and exceeded 1 with increasing
tank fullness. Values for the spring constants are given in table 1. A
second set of spring constants listed in the table for model B yielded fre-
quency ratios great= thanl for flutter .conditiou d this model withai
fuel over a range of forward and rearward cen%er-of-~avity posltion~ of
the pylon-tank assedbly froni30 to 60 percent wing chord.
Bcrthmodels were fluttered in alr at atmospheric press~e with fuel
loads simulated by water and by solid weights. In model A the solid
weights were mounted on the pitch axis outside the test section and in
model B they were mounted inside the tank.
Effective Inertial Properties of Fuel-Loaded Wings
The apparatus was equipped with restraints so that the model could
be excited in one degree of freedom independ&nt of the other. This was
an Important feature because it permitted the.uasurement of uncoupled
frequencies In either pure translation or pure pitch. These frequencies
were used to deterdine the amount of fluid effective as mass and mass
moment of inertia during flutter by applicaticm of essentially the same
technique as that used in referentes 4 to 6. In order to determine the
best a~ro_gimations to effective yjalues.ofthsse I.nertkl.properties at
flutter, the frequencies read on the vibration recmds covered the same
rsmge of amplitudes encountered during flutter-
It is titendedby repeated references to-effective values to empha-
size the fact that the effective mass and mass ~nt of inertia of an
oscillating tank containing fluid are dtfferent fra the mass and mass
moment of inertia of the tank containing the ssme volume of fluid at reet,
or in a solid condition. This behavior, of course, occurs because the
fluid, during the oscillation, does not foil@ the motion of the tank
perfectly. Indeed, as previously noted, references 4 to 6 have shown
effective values of these pr~erties to be generally less than the cor.
responding solld values, as might be intui.t$ve.lye~ected.
The center-of-gravityvariations with tank fullness are shown in
figure 3. These variations =e based on eqerimental values obtained
with fluid in the tanks for the varbus fullnesses and fluid distributions
l.-r
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represented by the s@ols. The straight lines connecting these synibols
indicate that linear interpolarion was employed to obtain cenbers of
~atity for intermediate fullnesses and fluld distributions. For model A
the synibolexplanation in figure 3(a] applies throughout the paper and
represents the fuel distribution in increments of fU compartments for
the six fuel-emptylng sequences simulated in the experimental flutter
program. In subsequent figures pertaining to model A the s@ol e@ana-
tion Is modified to represent intermediate half-fuU ccqsrtments for
which flutter tests were also conducted in the experimental program.
Each sequence is represented by the order of the letters F, C, and R
to indicate the order in which the compartments would be emptied during
fllght. For exsmple, FCR applies to the sequence in which the forward
compartment would be emptted first, then the center compartment, and
finally the rearward compartment.
Figure k shows the variation of effective mass with tank fuUmess
and figure 5, the variation of effectlve mass moment of inertia with tank
fullness. The data in both figures have been referred to the =ss and
mass moment of inertia of the tank-empty condition for both models.
N~rical values beside the points on the dotted curves and lines give
the amount of fluid effective as mass and =ss nmment of inertia during
translatory and pitching oscillations, respectivel.y. In obtaining the
data in figure 4, the ~iation of the measured translational frequency
with mass was first established for several different solid weights
mounted on each model in the empty condition. The effective mass of the
model containing a given smount of fluid is, then, the empty mass plus
the equivalent solid mass cmresponding to the translatIonal frequency
—
measured fm? that fluid load. For model A the effectIve mass and actual
mass were identical in all except the two fuel lcedings indicated In
figure 4(a) .
—
The effective mass moments of
table III were determined from the
—
inertia presented
relation
L
In figure 5(a) and
‘“”la
Values of &F/ra, S greater than 1 cannot be readily
be due to the swirllng action of the fluld In a psrtly
. .
explained but =y ,
filled cmnpartmnt.
—
Moreover, where effectIve -ss moments of Inertia are only slightly greater -
than the ~ss moment of inertia of the emptY model (t~t is, &/~a,O = 1),
determination of the fluid-inertia ratio ~,Fl~a, S is sub~ect to smaU-
dlfference errors.
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The method of determining the effective mass moments of inertia pre-
sented fn figure 5(b) is similar to that used for the data In fl.gure4.
Solid weights, mounted inside the empty external tank, were designed to
the solid mass mments of Inertia of the fuel for tank fullnesses up to
100 percent, and the variation of measured ~ltchlng frequency with these
solid inertias was established. The effective mass moment of inertia &
the mcdel containing & given aqount of flti~ was then,,@nd by add$qg the
model-empty mass moment of inertia to the equivalent solid mass moment of
inertia corresponding to the measured pitching frequancy for that fhid
load.
Experimental Resyl.ts
..—
Model A.- As previously mentioned, the internal-tank configuration
was t~tith the wing f~ed with water ~ increments of half-full
compartments for all six of the fuel-emptying sequences. Vibration and
flutter data obtained in this progrem are given In table IV(a). The
damping ccefficients are based on l~itmc dec~nts of the ~pl~tude ..
decays for the natural frequencies llsted in the table.
The damping coefficients and flutter speeds listed in table IV(a)
are sham for the cmnplete range of tank fuUmess in figures 6 to 8,
in which the flutter speed is referred to the tank-empty flutter
speed vf,.. Figures6(b), T(b), and 8(b), together ~th fi- 3(a)~
show thati except for the emptying of the center compartment In the RFC
and FRC! sequences (fIg. 8(b)), the flutter speed consistently increased
as the center of gravity was shifted rearward. If no attention is given
to translation-to-pitchfrequency ratios (equivalentto bending-to-
torsion ratios), this trend appears at fIrst-glance to conflict with the
established trend toward reduced flutter speed due to rearward center-of-
gravity shifts for low frequency ratios. However, It has been shown In
reference 10 that?.*= the frequency ratio ~es ~thfi the r- of o-8
to about 1.3 for a = -0.4, ra2 = o.~~ and- l/IC= 20} t- flutt~ sped
e~erlences a marked increase as the center of gravity is muved back.
This effect is similar to that found for the present configuration in
which a = -0.4, ra2 ranged frtzn0.17 to 0=365~ l/IC -d from 31..
to 87, and for which the r-e of frequency ratio was frcm 0.76 to 1.66.
Further examination of the experimental flutter data in figures 6(b),
7(b), and 8(b) reveals the existence of an optimum fuel-emptying sequence,
that is, the compartmental sequence resulting in the consistently highest
flutter speeds for”all fuel lcds. This is.the sequence which gives the
most rearward center-of-gravityshift for any tank fullness and is des-
ignated .FCR in figure 6(b), which alsa shows that the flutter speed for
this sequence was as much as 22 percent higher than It was for the opposite
sequence (RCF).
-T
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Mo&l B.- The experimental results reported in the present paper
suppb~hose reported in reference 8 for the unbaffled external-tank
configuration. These results are llsted in table IV(b). The daqlng
coefficients fcm all partially full conditions were determined firm
frequcy-response curves obtained at zero airspeed and correspond to
the translational and pitching flutter amplitudes also listed in the
table. The damping coefficients for the tank-empty and tank-full con-
ditions were determined In the same ~r as were those for model A.
2he flutter speeds Usted in table IV(b) =e shown, referred to the
tank-e@y flutter speed, in figure 9 where they are given as functions of
the tank fullness. Values of the freqyency ratio u+& are shown beside
each of the data points. The significance of these values with regard to
flmld dsmping is discussed in reference 8 and in a subsequent section of
the present wper. This strong frequency-ratio effect on flutter speed Is
not only of practical importance in realistic configurations but has also
been encountered in such confirmations as, for example, in the case of
. the dynamically scaled ulng-tip tank model of reference 7.
The ldmiting effect of fluld turbulence on flutter amp~tudes has
also been discussed In reference 8 and Is exandned further in the present
paper. As table IV(b) shows, the model fluttered uver a wide speed range
and a correspondingly limited amplltude range for all partlaUy full con-
ditions. Wtice, however, that the flutter a@Atudes consistently
tncreased with further increase of speed for tank fuUnesses ranging from
~ to ~ percent; whereas, for greater fulJnesses the amplitudes tended
to reach a peak and thereafter konsistentl.ydecreased with increasing
speed. Thts behavior may be seen more clearly in fIgure lo in which the
translational and pitching cmpnents of the flutter amplitudes exe shown
as functions of airstream velocity for the 85-, 90-, and 95-percent full
condttions. Values of the dsmplng coefficlents ~ and ~ corre-
sponding to the flutter amplitudes =e shown beside each polrrt. As noted
in table IV(b) with the tank 95-percent full, the model essentially
stopped flartteringwhen the pitthing amplitude became 0° and the trans-
lational amp~tude was barely visible. Thti, there appears to be a closed
or bounded flutter-speed region for this case. On the basis of this
experience and of the pitching-amplitude trends for the ather two fuel
loads, it was possible by extrapolation (Indicatedby”the dashed curve)
to establlsh closed fltiter regions for these cases also. The upper
flutter-speed boundsry determined in this mnner h shawn “Infigure 9
in terms of the tank-empty flutter speed and can be seen to.be anywhere’
frcun62 to 97 percent higher than the lower flutter-speed boundary.
In addition to the fuel-load studies, flutter tests were also con-
ducted for the en@y external tank located at a few crbherchordwise center-
of-gravity positions. A different set of bending and torgional .sprlngs
was used, and the frequency ratios obtalnefiwere greater than 1. The
results of these tests are given in table IV(c) and are shown as a function
10
of ~ h figure U. in which the flutter speeds
same tank-empty flutter speed used for fi- 9.
corresponds to a range of tank center-of-mvit~
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are referred to the R
The range of ~ values
Dositions from 30 nercent G
wtng &rd to 60 per~ent wing chord. The-dsmpi-&-coefficients &e &ased
on logarithmic decrements of the amplitude Wcays corresponding to the
natural frequencies listed in the table. As was e~ected, the range of
forward center-of-gravitypositions at which flutter could be obtained
was limited by the divergence-speedboundery.
ANALYTICAL -STIG4TION
Method and Application of Analysis
The two-dhensional characteristics of the models and apparatus, as
illustrated in figure 2,“made the simplest form of flexure-torsion flutter
theory, as given by the equations in the appendix, particularly ap@icable
.—
in the present paper. For one thing, the flutter mode could be adeqwtel.y
represented by Just two degrees of freedom, h&nely, rigid vertical trans-
l.ation (equivalentto bending) and rigid pitch (equivalentto torsion).
--
Moreover, the oscillatory aerodynamic forces and mcments acting on the
l
wing could be more truly reproduced by use of the classic incompressible-
flow coefficients of reference 9. . ~ -.
The dynamic behavior of the fuel was represented in the flutter
analysis by means of the effective values of mass and mass moment of
inertia given in figures k and 5 and the measured damping coefficients
given in table TV. The validity of using effective values for the inertial _
properties has been established experimentally in reference 8 wherein the
flutter speeds of model B containing fluid were generally duplicated when
the fluid was repl.ace”dby solid weights equivalent in effective mass and
mass mcment of inertia to the fluid. The measured damping coefficients
were used- -to approximate the effect of damping at flutter by application
of the well-known a~sumption given in reference U, by which the dsmping
coefficient gh or ~ is considered,to be”Indicative of the ability of
given configuratei& to change the flutter speed fran that corresponding
tog= 0, as may be seen, for example, in figure 12 which will.be dis-
cussed later. The merits of this assumption are examined separately for
each model.
Oscillating aerodynamic forces and moments acting on the external
tank of model B were taken into account by application of the sl.ender-
body theory to obtain expressions fran which aerodynamic cmff icients for
the tank were derived. As shown in the appendix, these coefficients were
then simply added to the two-dimensional aerodynamic coefficients in the
flutter analysis. ..
a
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Analytical Results
The results of the analytical progrsm are given in table V in the
sams order as the experimental results which ~e given in table IV. For
mdel A, daqing was introduced into the calculations according to the
assumption specified in the preceding section, and the ~&nt of damping
assumed to be present was arbitrarily based on the lsrger value of damping
coefficient llsted for each fuel load in table IV(a)-.- ~s predoml~t
damptng coefficient, either gh or ~, is repeated for each ‘casein
table V(a) and is plotted as a function of tank fullness and fuel dlstrl-
[
bution in figures 6(a), 7 a), and 8 a). The lower boundary of the shaded
[region in f@ures 6(b)~ 7 b)~ and 8 b) represents the calculated flutter
speed with demplng neglected, and the upper boundsry repmsetis the cal-
culated flutter speed with damping included. As can be seen, the intro-
duction of damping resulted in flutter-speed increases of from 1
to 14 percent.
—
The analytical results for model B - Meted in tab-s V(b)
and v(c). Since the tank was externally mounted, particular attention
was directed to the effect of including oscillating aerodynamic forces
and moments acting on the tank. The tiect of damping is considered In
the correlation of theory and exp=~nt. For the fuel-1.oadedtank
f-d at @ percent wing chord, the linear superposition of two-nsional
wing forces and slender-body tank forces, acccwding to the preceding sec-
tion, reduced the flutter speed by 7 to Xl percent. For the tank-empty
configuration, this reduction was increased frcm 7 percent for a frequency
ratio of 0.67 to 10 percent for a freq,ncy ratio of 1.13. -n the empty
tank was muved rearward to 60 percent of the wing chord, the inclusion of
tank forces resulted in a reversed effect; that is, the fl.utterspeed was -.
Increased by lo percent for very nearly the seinefrequency ratio. (see
also fig. U..}
As a ~tter of interest, stimulated by the fact that tiel B without
fuel encountered divergence rather than flutter with the tank center of
gravity at 30 percent wimg chord, the effect of tank aerodynamic forces
on the divergence speed was examined by using the divergence-speed equa-
tion given in the appendix. The results are presented In table V(c) and
are *o shown in figure U. As can be seen, the calculated divergence
speeds obtained by Including tank forces are a~roximtely 10 percent
lower than those obtained by neglecting tank forces.
CORRJ?LATK)NW THECRY AND EXPERIMENT!
General Discussion
The ~rimental and analytical results of this investigation are
ccmpued In figures 6 to 8 for model A and in figures 9, U; and 12 for
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model B. As can be seen, the use of effective values of mass and mass
moment of inertia In fltiter calculatIons gave answers which weed satis-
factorily with ~riment for nearly aU fuel conditions. This result has
also been obtained experimetially for model B in reference 8 which shows
excellent agreement between the flutter speeds of the model with fluid ~d
the flutter speeds of the model with solid weights equivalent in effective
mass and effective mass moment of inertia to the fluld. For model A the
calculated flutter speeds adequately follbw the expertintal trends for
all fuel-emptying..seqyencesand are consistently conservative, or less than
the experimental flutter speeds, by marglrisranging from 2 to 20 percent.
When fluid damping was taken into account in the manner previously
described, these margins narrowed to less them 10 percent, and the calcu-
lated flutter speeds were still conservatIve.
Neglect of aerodynamic forces and mcments on the external tank of
model B led to calculated flutter speeds that were as much as U. percent
unconservati.ve,or greater than the ~rlmegtal flutter speeds, for the
fuel-loaded configurateion. (See fig. 9 forj~he ~-percent-full condition.)
With tank forces included, the calculations became generally conservative.
As can be seen, theory appeers to follow closely the experimental trend up
to the ~=percent-full condition for which the calculated flutter speed was
infinite, whereas the experimental flutter speed was not.
Calculated flutter speeds were also conservative for model B in the
empty condition with the tank center of gravity located at various chord-
wise positions ranging from ~ percent wing chord to 60 percent wing chord.
As is shown In fQure U., the difference between calculated and experimen-
tal.flutter speed auiountsto as much as 23.percent. Furthermore, theory
including tsmk aerodynamic forces exhibits a somewhat more consistent
tendency to parallel experiment than does theory neglecting tank forces.
It can also be noted that inclusion of tank forces resulted in a calcu-
lated divergence speed which agreed weU with the experimental divergence
speed for the tank at 30 percent wing chord but was 6 percent kss than
the exper-$mental flutter speed when the tar&&%s at 40 percent wing chord.
Some Further Remarks on Damping
The improved agreement between theory and experiment due to consid-
ering g :equalto.the experimental value of gh or ~ whfchever iS
larger, has already been discussed for model A. For model B, however,
the situation is different. Figure 12 shows g as-a function of flutter-
speed coefficient V/~ for all the tank fulhesses tested with model B.
The solid curves define theoretical borderline conditions between stable
and unstable motion over a MmIted rrmge of. g. b order to be consistent
with the assumption regarding damping, the experimental flutter results
from table IV(b) are positioned in figure M according to experimental
.
—
&
.
—
#
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values of q
sent speeds at
and &. The points identified by the open circles repre-
which the border- conditions between stable and unstable
motion were first encountered experimentally. The solid circles represent
experimental flutter s~eds within the unstable region for all partially
full conditions in which the flutter amplitudes were limited by fluid tur-
bulence. The theoretical solutions at. g = O correspond to the calcu-
lated flutter-speed ratios presented in figure 9 with tank aerodynamic
forces and mments included. The relation between theory and experiment
for the tank-en@y configuration (fig. 12(a)) is similar to that found
for all cases for model A.
.
It is important to note that the effect of damping appears to be
more pronounced at the higher fuel loads as is indicated by the consistent
decrease in the slope of the theoretical curve. This behavior is attrib-
uted primarily to the fact that the frequency ratio approached and
..—
exceede~as the tank fuUness approached 100 percent. The dashed line
shown in figure X?(g) represents the stable condition (i.e., no flutter)
shown in figure 10 for a torsional ccmpnent of the flutter amplitude
eqyal to zero.
This sensitivityy of theory to smlJ eluountsof damping was also
typical of the cases of the empty-tank configuration tested with the tank
in clifferent chorduise positions. ~clusion of damping according to the
assumption g = *, where gh is less than ~, resulted in flutter
speeds that were unconservative by as much as @ percent with the tank
center of gravlty at 40 percent wing chord.
CONCLUSIONS
This paper reports ~rimental and analytical investigations of
flutter of two simplifled fuel-l=ded wing configurations, the two-
dimensional characteristics of which =e particularly suited to the
simplest ap@icat ion of classical flexure-torsion flutter theory. The
wings of both models were semirigid, untapered, and mounted on bending
and torsional springs located outside the airstmam. Water was used to
simulste fuel carried internally in one configuration in three compart-
ments separated fran each other by sealed spanwlse ~itions and car-
ried externally in the other configuration in a geometrically scaled,
pylon-mounted, standard airplane fuel tank. The results of the investi=
gations appear to justify the f
~
conclusions for these
configurations:
1. For the wing with fuel stored in cmparhnetis within the wing
structure and with bending-to-torsion frequency rat ios ranging frmn 0.76
to 1.~, optimum (i.e., consistently highest) fltiter speeds were found
14 NACATN 4166
for the compartmental-empt@ng sequence pro~eeding from front to rear and
corresponding to the most rearward shMt in the center of gravity. It
should be ntied that this trend is In contrast to the established trend
toward reduced flutter speeds due to rearward center-of-~avity shifts
for low frequency ratios.
2. The conclusicm of N&CA Research Memorandum ~~10 Is herein
reaffirmed, namely, that effective or average values of mass and mass
mcment of inertia should be used in flutter calculations of fuel-loaded
wings. ‘“
3. For the external wing-tank configurqtlon the inclusion of slender-
body approximations to the aerodynamic forces and mments acting on the
external tank at flutter tended to @rove the agreement ~t~en flutter
theory and eqeriment.
4. Arbitraril.yassuming the damping cpefficiept at flutter to be
either the coefficient in translation or pitch gave conservative answers
that agreed weU with experiment for the iqternal-tank configuration but,
for the wing with the external fuel tank, flutter speeds calculated on
the basis of either damping co@flcient were unconservatlve by wide
marginsl
Langley Aeronautical Laboratory,
National Advisory Comittee for Aercmautics,
-y Field, Vs., August.20, 1%7.
.
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FLUTTER AND DIVERGENCE E-ONS FOR TWO-DR4ENSIQNAL
WINGTANK CONFIGURATION
Flutter
The calculated flutter speeds presented in the body of this paper
were obtained by use of the equations given in this appendix. As pre-
viously noted, the aerodynamic forces and mcments acting on the exter-
nal wing-tank configuration of model B were approximated by a simple
linear superposition of two-dimensional ti slender-body aerodynamic
theories. The two-dimensloti forces for the wtng are those given in
reference 9, and the “slender-bodyforces acting on the external tank are
essentidly the ssme as those given in reference 12 for closed bodies of
revolution. The fineness ratio of the external tank of model B, namely
7.13 (see table I), is, as shown in reference 13, within the range of
fineness ratio for which the basic slender-body assuqtlon of two-
dimensional incompressible flow in planes norwl to the free-stream
direction is applicable.
Unesrl.y s~erposing wing
by SilllQ~addi~ them to~ther
motion:
and tank aerodynamic forces and mcments
results in the following equtions of
-fi’(th + ~ (1 + @h)h - ~&2a - (~+ PT) = O (1)
-ibXaU?h + km(l + i~)a - f#2a - (~ + h&T) = O (2)
in which the nmss in translation fit is greater than the mass in pitch =
because It includes the torsional springs (see fig. 2) and where
P* (=pw2h-pvm2a Za-2T+i~ )
k)+ W2u~,a+$~~,T=Pvm2h(zT-2a+i Q
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In these equations, x is the chordwise coordinate measured frcm the
wing quarter-chord, positive rearward; y is the spanwlse coordinate;
ml is the mass of the model in translation per unit s-; m is the mass
of the model in pitch per tit span; Ia is the mass moment of inertia of
the model in pitch about the elastic axis, ~r unit span; P is the aero-
-C forCe acting on the wing per unl$ span; and ~ is the aerody.
nadc mcment acting on the wing about the elastic axis per unit span. The
foregoing integrals for the tank ware evaluated numerically over the tank
length on the basis of the tank grdinates given in table 11, and the
results are given in tabls II(b) for all tank positions considered in
the body of the paper.
Introducing uncoupled frequencies by means of the expressions
%2 = k@ and %2 = ~i~a and ~rftig certain algebraic manipula-
tions Ads to the equilibrium equations
from which is obtained the
-—.— .—
0
0
determinantal flutter equation
,. .
(3)
(4)
.
.
9
.
—
.
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Au BU
=0
‘U ‘U
(5)
where
Bu = >- (AC=+ ‘ca,T)
Du . % -(k+ %lll,T)
Eu = [1- (~)’(.+‘%]+-(%a+Aaa,T)
apt% 2mpb’e 2L
%=$% “=~ ‘—K B ‘a ‘~
The aerodynamic coefficients for the wing, frcm reference 14, are
A&=-l -.#+i~
Au=a+~- k’ (*-a)* +$i+~+(*-a)#]
%&=-$-($++%
&=-~ -a2-($+~$+($-a~?+
1[*-$+-(*-E2)*- (*+E)*]
18
where F and G are the well-known aerodynamic functions
reference 9, and the aerodynamic coefficients for the tank
N4CATN 4166
derived In w
exe
s
‘JT=A-P-=+’*)
Divergence
Since torsional divergence is a static instability assoclatedwlth
.
the torsional de-e of freedom, the speed at which an external wi -tank
Y))configuration till diverge can be obtained by setting h = O (eq. 1 #
and u=O, whence F+ iG+l. Under these conditions
speed vd> which can be obtained $rm a reduced fozm of
given by
h)z 1% =+ 2a+~ - ‘ch,T
the diver nce
r)equation 2 , is
(6)
The divergence speeds presented In the main body M this paper were cal-
culated by means of this equation.
—
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TABLE I.- PKRTINEW M3DEL CHARA~ISTICS
Model A Model B
b,ft. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.5 0.5
2t3,ft . . . . . . . . . . . . . l . . . . . . 2
Airfoil section. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . WA 65-010NACA65-0:
Finenes6ratio of external tank . . . . . . . . ----------- 7.13
&ximumfuellen@h (chordwise), in.:
Forward C~nt....=o@OO===- 2.205 -—--------
Centercaqw%ment . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3933 -----------
Rea!ward compartment . . . . . . . . . . . . k.55 -----------
blaximmfuel depth, in.:
Forwexd C~**=*=*9=***””” 0.92 -----------
c=terc~*...**==~= l “”- 1.12 -----------
Re
~dc~nt .=..=.... l =- 1.05 -----------
Wdsection . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ----------- 4.19
Maxfmmexternal dismeter of tank, in. . . . . ----------- 4.25
*, percent chord . . . . . . . . . . . l . . 30.0 40.0
~cgj Perc=t chord:
AUtanksempty. . . . . . . . . . . .0 . . 43.5 k3.g
Forwardtankfull. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 36.4 -----------
Rearwardtankfull . . . . . . . . . . . . . 52.0 -----------
Allta?msflill . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 42.8 39.5
~,lb/ft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,955 2,015----------- 3,340
~, ft-lb/radian . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
[
83.6 343.5----------- 204.1
E*, lb-sec2/ft:
Alltanksenrpty. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.294 0.404
A1.ltenksw . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.497 0.71.2
~, lb-sec2/ft:
Alltanksempty. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.1203 0.2285
Alltanksfliu . . . . . l . . . . l . . . . 0.323 0.536
& ft-lb-sec2:
Alltankseqty. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.00862 0.0309
AlltmksfuU(solid) . . . . . . . . . . . 0.0209 0.1805
fh, ~S:
AUtanksen@y. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13.0 11.2
Alltenksfull . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9=97 8.36
f~, Cps:
AlltEnksempty. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15.8 16.7
Alltsllksfull . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.o.35 7.22
gh,o n l = n l = l l - ‘- ‘0 n n l ‘m= l . 0.013 0.009
%,0”””=”””””””=””””” ““”” 0.025 0.018
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TABLE II.- G~IC PROPERTIES W EXTERNAL IMl?K
OF MODELB
(a) Tank ordinates
Distance from r,
nose of talc,
in.
ft
o 0
log l 0658
2.03 .1016
- ~.$ .1358
.1542
5:88 .1684
8.58 .1750
9.875 .lno
18.33 .1770
20.b~ .1716
23.77 .U75
27.I.8 .0642
30.3 0
Tank
2
~,a,
center of gravity, J Vj
percent chord f% fi5
0.01584 0.05415 x X
??)
0.01662 Xfi
.1158 .05415 .01570
50 .2160 .05415 .01586
60 .3160 .05415 .01714
.
8
(b) Volumetric properties
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TABLE III.- MASS IKl!ENT~-INERTIA IWI!AFOR MODELA
Mstribution
E@tylng FllUness,
sequence perceti
F c R
R8tios of mass mcments
of inertia I
*$5I
*
=+=-E-i
~A 1.845 I 1.832 I 1.02 I
1.072 I lop I 1.01 I
1.159 I 1.170 I .* j
I L~7 I 1.2421 .X I
I 1.092 I 1.099 I .93 I
I 22 I I&d 1 ‘=M3 I 1.049 I 1.28 I
63 .
47.5
39
I I
1
(a] Mcd91 A
U9
147
133
*3
112
129
I$!6
*
m
141
141
133
lx
Lm
W6
4.5L
1
+ #
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TABLE rv.- m?mmEmm Rmum!s-contiJIuea
(b)Model B - Fuel-ladedCoDflglmation
[~= 2,0u l./ftj~ = 343.5iwv~]
25
Flut* ce~dPntB
Frequencies”
wJneeB,
ampldtuaes P) Vf,.!
/f& ff, lixms~tl.on,pitch, ~ ~ ~-sec2 *4 ~= *percent fh,
cqa Cps Cps h. *g
o 11.2 1.6.712.9 ---- ---- O.cxg o.o18 0.002448 b217 5.36
11.4 O.lg 0.9 o.02g 0.072 ‘o.(#2461 1784.97
1o.3513.7 5:;
.20 1.0 .0295 .073 .00#& m 5.C%25
.23 1.3 .0305 JYJg .002457 m 5.30
IL4
.29 1.5 .034 .0CQ438 1915.335
0.24 2.0 0.027 0.078 0.002465 1.y24.74
50 9.64U.4 ::: 2.1 .030 .079 .002462 1615.(E5
1o.2 :Z 2.3 .0345 .082 .002463 1685.24
0.27 2.0 0.027 0.074 0.002475 lZ 4.56‘
75 9.061o.1 ?:: .33 2.1 .032 Jm5 .002472 1414.8a
g.z?l .3’8 2.2 .03g l0755 .oo2471 1485.12
8.91 0.135 0.8 o:% O:goo 0.002525 Izo4.Z9
8.77 .235 1.1 .CnZyE6 12g4.68
& 8.7o 9:43 8“77 .255 1.0 .026 .061 .002320 1334.838.78 .27 .95 .026 .C%l .0025W 1435.18
8.72 .32 .8 .02g .060 Am?&
8.65 .29 .65 .02’7 .(%0 ?17 2:%
8.82 0.1o O:? O::g O.o!xl o.oo251g lag4.295
8.78 .12? .050 .m18 1.254.53
w 8.62 9.09 e“~ .145 .45 .026 .050 .002514 1435.278.62 .15 .4 .026 I& 5.91
8.55 JJ .3 lO26 “:%? :%% 1766.56
8.57 .2 .026 lw .002494 2027.505
8.54 0.06 0.23 o:Gg 0.038 0.02251
2
lol3.765
8.57 .3 .038 .0CE251 g 4.79
% 8.45 8.26 8.55 :g .U .026 .038 .00251.O 1435.325
‘8.40 o .026 .0375 .002506 1646.22
‘8.33 .Ce o .026. .0373 .00247 lgl7.30
100 8.36 7.22----- ---- . ---- 0.027 0.026 0.002393 ‘w -----
%fa~ flutter speed Vf,o (s= f-. 9 ~ ~).
%endiw frequencies, flutter not dlscernXble from OSc-aph records.
kdmm tunnel airspeed, no flutter.
.—
(c) Model B -
!C4BIE IV.- EKPERIMEN!ML RESUUC8 - Concluded
Hfect & tank center a? gravity on trek-empty configumtion
r%= 3,* lb/fi; ~ = d+.1 ft-lb/radd.azl
L
I
center-al’- 11 Frequencies
--L
gravity x
pmlit Ion, a
ercent ui
Chcml
P
I
0.0233
50 I .328
M-k
%vergence (be
‘h~
Cps
S+.2
14.2
14.1
14.1
x! ml
f
f al ff~
Cps C&M
1.2.4 ---
IJ2.6 U.T
X2.4 13.3
12.u 13.0
-Z
Cwffi.clents
%
0.008
lOQ9
lo13
.Co8
O.oal
.022
.O’a
.022-u
o.oo23m %q’5 ----
.002284 295 6.87
.0023U 233 5.56
.W2404 236 5978
q = ~ lb/ft2 and stenderd cmdltlone) , no flutter.
, r l 1
,,
..
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T!#iBIEv.- ANAIX’TICALREsums
(a) Model A
.
I
FCR
cm’
DistributionWithoutdqpti (gwawa-=-d
g Rlurle13B,
!e percent
1.23 ~.8 3.63 -----O.om 1.27M.6 3.83
.01% 136 1o.7 k.m
.022 145 10.8 4.27
u.6 4.04 0.02 ------149 11.3 4.16
144 12.33.73 --L-- .023 147 U.9 3.95
1
20 127 15*33.05 ----- .054 140 12.7 3.50
0 1.23 14.32.775----- .025 I-2814.2 2.89
m 127 11.o3.66 0.024----- 1311.o.83.85
56 126 u.6 3.46 -----0.oZ1 131KL3 3=69
37 lo4 12.52.66 —-- .059 m ~.o 3.13
17 log 13.12.64 ----- .022 113 13.1 2.75
8.6 m 13.72.74 ----- .030 123 1.3.552.89
0.0515117log 3.40
1.22.5n.7 3.33 ----- .024 1.27Z1.7 3.44
~ M.()3.36 0.033----- 131 ~=o 3.47
139 12973.47 ----- .022 141 12.653.55
1221U 1.25 u.6 2.94 .036----- 130 13.4 3.1o
q126 U.7 3.42 ---- 0.054 132 U.4 3.67
136 n.g 3.64 -----0.022 139lJ.7 3.77
11595=.3 2.S6 0.029----- 122I-2.33.14
FM 63
m 47.5
RCF 39
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TABLE V.- ANALYTICAL RESUIZS - Concluded
(b) Model B - Effect of including aerodynamic forces
on external tank containing fuel
lTT-Without tankFullness, aer~cforcespercent Vf) ff~ ~fpB Cps k
o
%
g “.
90
95
100
223
Q8
163
12$3.5
120
104
13.0
U.45
10.5
9.63
8.00
8.85
5.46
5.50
4.94
::%
3.74
With tank
aerodynamic
forces
Vf9 IIff> ~fps Cps k
209
1.82
152
121.5
112
*
13.1
11.4
w.6
9.60
::g
5.05
5.07
4.57
4.03
;:3
I I
(c) Model B - Effect of tank position on flutter and
divergence of tank-empty configuration
Tank
:enter-of-
gravity
position,
percent
wing
chord
c
w
60
%
0.023;
.07q
.U8
.182
AL
1a, o
1,01$
1.01$
1.04C
1.07C
[t=1”02j
Without tank
I
With tank
aerodynamic . aerodynamic I
forces
F‘d~ Vfj ff}fps fps Cps29230526913.6300 lx 13.4294 183 13.5
forces
~ :: :; ff; ~
k
269
6.30 278 244 ‘13.5 5.75
4.65 274.5 1$X3 13.5 4.67
4.32 268 202 13.4 4.80
.
—
.
.-
-.
.
I & 1 1
Waod
l
Model cmter of
gmvlty(empt y)
Axis of rotatfon(ela$tlcxle)
(a) Model A.
~lz~
-
—Cmter d guvttyof wing
md tmk brmcket
Center line of tank mldsscth
+ —4.66
1- “ 4’
Chardwbm center of gravity
9s?3 a50 of lmpty tank and pylon
< 30.3 l
(b) Mcdel B.
Figllrel.- CrOOs-5ectloml. tiews of flutter mm. All dmm?nalom ehmm are In inches.
TANK
-BENDING
SPRINGS
Figure 2.- Schematic view of flutter model B and apparatus (fig. 2 of rti. 8).
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‘a
‘a
.5
Fuel-emptying
sequence
.3
.2 ‘ \
I 14 II
I Fuel
.1 I compartments
I-ttt-H ‘“’’’’’&R-R
(a) Kodel A.
.1
0 )
-.
‘o 20 40 60 80 100
Percent full
(b) Model B.
Figure 3.- Center-of-gravity variations for fuel-loaded wings. Symbols
indicate measured values.
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(a) Model A.
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(b) Model B.
Figure 4.- Mass variations for fuel-loaded wings.
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(a) Model A.
6.0 -
Fuel oondtion r a,f
— 6oUd za#
~--- -Id f
/ 150
I
/ ‘ 1
f
4D — I
/ If
3.0 ‘ 44 .-
l
2.0
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(b) Model B.
Figure 5.- vaxiation6 in mass moment of inertia about elastic axis for
fuel-loaded wings.
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(a) Predominant demplng coefficients.
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(b) Flutter speed ratios.
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Figure 6.- Compsrison of experimental - calculated flutter speeds,
.
including effect of dsmping, for fuel-emptying sequences FCR and
.-
RCl?of model A. .
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(a) Predominant &wQing coefficients.
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(b) Flutter speed ratios.
00
Figure 7.- Comparison of acperimental and calculated flutter speeds~.
including effect of demp~, for.fuel-emptying sequences-CM? qnd.
CI!Rof model A. h
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(a) l?red~ t dsa@ng coefficients.
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0.96
1 —Experhnt_-_--~ryA O RFC Fuel-emptying}q F~” $Wce8g=gh~%
SNisisEffect of damping
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~
o 1(
Percent full
(b) Flutter speed ratios.
Figure 8.- Comparison of e~er-ntal and calculated flutter speeds,
including effect of dsmping, for fuel-emptying sequences RFC and
FRC!of model A.
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I
I
Limit Of tests
1.169
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Upper flutter I
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bcnmdary
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.6 II0.92‘
\
.4 0.95
Experiment
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Including tmk aeradynunic farces
Neglecting tank aerodynamic farces K1-----.2 0q
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Pement ful I
)
Figure 9.- Conpcuison of experimental W calculated flutter speede for
ml B with fuel.
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.026
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026
J
0264
.026 026
0
v,fps
Figure 10.- Hfect of fluid on flutter glitudes of model B without
. baffles. The dashed curves indicate extrapolations. Open synibols -
denote i.nltialflutter points and solid synibolsdenote limited-
amplitude flutter. .
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Figure Il.- Comp=ison of aqparimental and calculated flutter and
divergence speeds for model B without fuel.
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Figure I&!.- Correlation of themtical flutter solutione with
experiment, including danping ~ ur~c _ fwce~ ~
for model B.
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